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Handcrafted by Sciative, Viaje.ai is a fully automated Artificial Intelligence
powered solution for the bus industry.
It considers market behavior, customer sentiments, demand shifts in realtime and provides insights and recommendations based on latest
data.
Launched in November 2019, Viaje.ai is first of its kind price
recommendation engine which guided several Indian bus operators achieve
ground-breaking revenues and occupancies.

This case study is documented to showcase few of the many instances
where Viaje.ai out-performed the market and client's historical
performance.

I. VIAJE.AI PERFORMED PHENOMENALLY BETTER

A prominent luxury coaches’ company in southern India entered the market in 2019 with the
objective to provide best in class, clean & hygienic, and on-time inter-city bus services to travelers.
This company signed up with a rule-based dynamic pricing system for pricing accuracy and less
human dependency on manual price changes. However, even after giving the best travel services to
the customers, the coach company was unable to maximize its revenues and occupancies.
Additionally, their team members were constantly involved in making rules and manual price
changes because the rule-based system was not intelligent to go beyond the rules during the
changing market conditions.
With a fast-expanding bus fleet, the client wanted to bring in
intelligence and automation to ensure scalability. The Coach Company
approached Sciative for its Viaje.ai product to apply AI-powered
dynamic pricing . For a period of 1.5 months, the client did a proof-ofconcept (POC) on its 6 coaches across multiple routes. During this
duration, the client paused the rule-based pricing from the coaches
completely.
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THAN A RULE BASED PRICING SYSTEM

Case period:
· Rule-based pricing - 1st Aug 2021 to 23rd Sept 2021
· Viaje.AI pricing - 24th Sept 2021 to 9th Nov 2021

In comparison to the rule-based system, Sciative’s Viaje.ai was able to increase revenue per trip by
Rs. 4,023 (+17%) at an overall level – across all routes.

Bangalore-Chennai-Bangalore
For the normal AC Sleeper buses, the AI system was able to
increase both occupancies and average selling price (ASP) per
seat.
In the case of premium Capella buses, the AI algorithms
deciphered customers’ likability and preference in advance.
Thus, maximizing the ASPs, resulting in a phenomenal increase
in the revenues per trip compared to rule-based pricing.

“Viaje.ai self-learning
ma c h i n e s , l e a r n c u s t o me r ’ s
buying patterns, paying
capacities and preferences to
e n s u r e ma x i mi z a t i o n o f
revenues and plugging of
revenue leaks”

Fact #1: Viaje.ai won the best Travel Startup of the Year
Award in the Entrepreneurship Awards 2021.

Bangalore-Hyderabad-Bangalore

“ V i a j e . a i wa s a b l e t o
a u t o s wi t c h t o
occupancy
ma x i mi z a t i o n mo d e , i n
l o w d e ma n d ma r k e t s .
Thus, increasing
advance occupancies.”

BLR-HYD-BLR route had Association price limits, at the same
time the demand on this route was low. In the rule-based
pricing period, the buses were struggling to achieve
occupancies. The rule-based system was keeping high prices in
advance, and reduced the prices if the occupancies were not
up to mark.
Viaje.ai was able to learn the limp in market demand with
help of historical and real-time market data.
The automated machines switched to occupancy
maximization mode and reduced the ASP of seats in
advance.
This made the seats attractive to the customers because the
client’s seats were priced lower than the market. Thus,
increasing both occupancies and revenues.

Client Vs. Market - How Viaje.ai out-performed the rule-based pricing method to
improve the relative position of the client in market
The first aspect of this section is to understand the client's performance w.r.t. to its market during the Rule-based
pricing period. The following chart details the occupancies and Revenue./trip for the 6 routes during the Rulebased pricing period.

The Bangalore - Chennai - Bangalore buses were already preferred in the market (evident from the
higher occupancies and revenue/trip than the market), yet the rule-based pricing is not able to
monetize this likeability. As compared to the market, all 4 buses are making an additional Rs.3500
revenue/trip on average.
The Bangalore - Hyderabad - Bangalore route being a stress route with Association limits, the rule-based
algorithm failed to decipher the slump in the market. In a fire-fighting mode, the rule-based pricing
dropped prices significantly on DOJ to fill up the bus, thus losing out on revenue. Both buses lost an
average of Rs. 5000 revenue/trip over the market.

Fact #2: Viaje.ai team was a leading participant and speaker in
the Pravas 2019 event held at Cidco, Navi Mumbai.

The second aspect of this section is to understand the client's performance w.r.t. to its market during the Viaje.ai
pricing period. The following chart details the occupancies and Revenue./trip for the 6 routes during the
automated Viaje.ai pricing.

The Bangalore - Chennai - Bangalore route (all buses) sees an increase in occupancies as compared to the
rule-based pricing method. However, the revenue/trip metric has increased drastically. All 4 buses ended up
making around Rs.5700 revenue/trip more on average than the market. Viaje.ai was able to gauge the
domination of clients' buses in this route and was able to achieve advance occupancies at higher prices.
The Bangalore - Hyderabad - Bangalore route beats the market in terms of occupancies in both the buses.
Viaje.ai's automated tracking of the market-led it to drop the ASPs way in advance and attract customers. The
Hyderabad-Bangalore bus locks in more than 10% more occupancy than the market and converges the wide
gap between revenue/trip as compared to Rule-based pricing.

Here's a
glimpse
of
Viaje.ai
in action

Fact #3: Viaje.ai price-optimizations are performed every
15 minutes!

II. VIAJE.AI MAXIMIZES REVENUE BY PREDICTING

A well-established and tech-savvy luxury bus operator with a range of more than 250 buses across
India started using Viaje.ai in 2020. Since then, Viaje.ai, using 100% automated AI-based pricing,
has increased its revenues to an exponential degree. There are several instances over the last 2
years when Viaje.ai has made unfathomable revenue for this client, beyond the scope of manual
intervention and knowledge. This particular example showcases one of the zillion instances where
Viaje.ai was able to predict a high-demand day well in advance and monetize using advance
occupancies.
With a robust demand forecast model running at its core, Viaje.ai is
able to beat any rule-based/human-based decision-making for highdemand days. Viaje.ai keeps track of market trends and
seasonality while predicting the unforeseen demand that the bus
will get in the future . Knowing the future demand, Viaje.ai applies
several strategies to maximize revenue well in advance. One of them
is discussed below.
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HIGH DEMAND (WAY IN ADVANCE!)

Details:
-Route: Mumbai - Goa
-Date of Journey - 3rd Nov 2021

The above table details the advance occupancy, ASP, and Revenue obtained by Viaje.ai, and the
second section details the performance of competition on the same route and DOJ.

The above case also highlights how Viaje.ai was able to predict the
demand curve well in advance (16+ days in the future). The following
points are some of the data-intelligent functionalities that make our
clients stand apart from their competition:

10% additional occupancy
than the market

- the date and route in discussion is a high-demand route
as proven by the high occupancies across the market and
client well in advance.
- the market lost the opportunity of charging higher pricing
despite the demand shaping up, while Viaje.ai managed to
get a higher ASP across all booking periods.

Rs.24.693(45%) more revenue
than the market

33% higher ASP than the
market

Fact #4: Viaje.ai performs 60K price optimizations per day

III. VIAJE.AI GAINED NEAR PERFECT OCCUPANCY IN STRESS

PROBLEM

DAYS DESPITE THE MARKET STRUGGLING TO REACH 70%

Viaje.ai has several strategies using which it can cope with suppressed
market demand. It is important to note that at this time, there is only a
limited amount of demand in the entire market. Viaje.ai goes into
aggressive pricing mode with the goal of attracting the existing
demand into the client's system. Another important policy that
Viaje.ai uses is to target seat level price optimization by offering
lucrative pricing on Via bookings.
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A prominent luxury operator from Southern India signed up for automated, real-time pricing for its
fleet through Viaje.ai. This case study details the performance of Viaje.ai during stress times when there is a natural dip in the market demand . The performance of a pricing engine gets
tested for real when the market enters a slump. The entire market struggles to achieve occupancy,
and less demand makes it imperative to attract customers to our own fleet.

Details:
Route: Chennai - Bangalore
Date of Journey - 27th Sep 2021 to 30th Sep 2021

The above table details the occupancy, ASP, and Revenue obtained by Viaje.ai, and the second
section details the performance of competition on the same route and DOJ.
As evident from the table above, we can see that the Chennai - Bangalore market faced a demand
crisis between the 27th Sep to 30th Sep 2021 period. On 27th Sep, the market had an average ASP of
Rs.750 and suffered from low occupancies.
On 28th Sep, 29th Sep, and 30th Sep, the market dropped the ASP from Rs.750 to around Rs.730
but still struggled to fill the buses.
On the other hand, due to competitive pricing, accurate demand forecasting, and a unique strategy
based on the bus type, Viaje.ai was able to gain almost 100% occupancies in both buses.
The AC Sleeper Bus was able to make Rs. 15,716 additional revenue while the AC Capella Sleeper
Bus, quite a premium asset, was able to earn Rs.37,208 more.
It should also be noticed that though the ASP locked-in by the market was higher than both the
client's buses, strategic occupancy maximization helped the client make more revenue than the
market.

Fact #5: Viaje.ai continues to provide price recommendations across
19 states in India.

I N D IVIDU A L BU S L E V E L

STRAGETY DEEPDIVE
AC Sleeper Bus
Date of Journey: 27th Sep 2021

Strategy 1: Attracting via-route
bookings through lucrative pricing
on AC Sleeper Bus

Date of Journey: 28th Sep 2021

- Since the AC Sleeper Bus is not a
particularly premium bus in the
market, Viaje.ai focused on capturing
via route bookings at comparatively
discounted prices.

Date of Journey: 29th Sep 2021

- Overall 27% occupancy in total for
all four dates was attained through
via route bookings.

Date of Journey: 30th Sep 2021

Capella AC Sleeper Bus

Strategy 2: Aiming advanced
occupancies through competitive
pricing on Capella AC Sleeper Bus.

- Capella AC Sleeper Bus is a premium bus
in the market which usually commands
better pricing than the normal AC Sleeper
Bus.
- The Chennai-Bangalore route being a
route that gets filled on DOJ, Viaje.ai was
able to lock in overall 29% occupancy
before the DOJ.

Date of Journey: 27th Sep 2021

Date of Journey: 29th Sep 2021

Date of Journey: 30th Sep 2021

- This advanced commitment helped the
bus make better occupancies and revenue
than the competition.

Fact #6: Viaje.ai has provided price recommendations for
1300 buses till date.

IV. VIAJE.AI EXTRACTS EVERY OUNCE OF

One of our existing clients, a well-known operator in West India region, has a splendid likeability
in his region. Over the multiple years, the client has built trust, customer satisfaction while
keeping value for money in check. This particular case study elaborates how Viaje.ai
maximizes seat-level price optimization feature to attract multiple via-route bookings.

The bus has a fixed inventory that can be only filled up to the departure
or some hours post-departure. The real intelligence of a pricing
engine is proven when it is able to identify cases where viabookings have taken place and the art of re-selling the same seat
for another via. Viaje.ai has the ability to handle such bookings
automatically in the backend. It ensures a special discount gets
applied automatically when a seat gets booked on a via route so that it
.becomes attractively priced for the remaining route.
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The given two examples showcase how Viaje.ai maximizes seat level revenue
maximization. There are instances where a single seat gets booked twice and
sometimes even thrice.
As seen in the statistics below, such instances end up making the seat prices
at least 30% higher than sole main route prices, eventually increasing the
overall revenue.

Route: Bhopal-Ahmedabad
Date of Journey - 29th Nov 2021

Bus Capacity: 30
Occupancy: 130%
Via-route bookings - 20
Main-route bookings - 19
Total Revenue - 47,005
Via Route Revenue - 19,457

Seat level revenue maximisation by selling a seat three times on via-route bookings

Fact #7: Viaje.ai automatically applies discounted prices on less-preferred seats in
stressed conditions so that the list price of that bus is competitive.

